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consi�t of a series of Ionic pil&'sters, around which the I iug is theWomau's building, erect,ed from the designs Of Babylonia Rawlinson ("Ancient Empire�") contains 
cornice breaks 22 ft. (j in. from the ground, the alter- of a lady architect, Miss Sophia Hayden, of Boston, the following instructive and suggestive parag-raph : 
nate pilasters being- carried up and crowned with flag and a graduate of the Massachusetts Institute of •. It may be doubted whether any gems were really 
poles. Between the pilasters are semicircular arches Technology at that place. It is Renaissance in de- found in Babylonia itself, which, being purely alluvial, 
allowing the largest possible amount of glass. The sign. In plan, the main feature is the great hall, 250 possesses no stone of any kind. Most likely the sorts 
two wings are, as has been mentioned, in two stories. ft. long and 67 ft. wide, in one height with elliptical known as Babylonian came from the neighboring 
On the ground storr the Ionic order to the curtain roof and lanterulight. 'I'his central hall is surrounded Susiana, whose unexplored mountains may possess 
wall is carried round, while the upper story is also by a two-story <'tructure, consisting of committee lllany rich treasures. According to Dionysius, the 
treated with the Ionic order, over which is placed an rooms, lecture rooms, etc. Staircases are placed at bed of the Choaspes produced numerous agates, and 
pnt,ahlature with a frieze 6 ft. in depth, and therefore each angle of the building. On the inner part of the it may well be that from the same quarter came that 
out of proportion to the height of the columns. This flat roof IS placed the restaurant, while the outer por- 'beryl, more precious than gold,' and those' highly 
frieze is very richly modeled with figure subjects, tion is used as a roof gardell. reputed sards ' which Babylon seems to ha, e exported 
garlandR, and festoons. It was, however, deer)ened in The elevation consist" of a ground story of Ionic pi- to other countries. The western provinces may, how
this way so as to give height to this portion of the lasters formed into columns, where the colonnade oc- ever, very probably have furnished the gems which 
huilding, and to enable it to compete with the neigh- curs, and an upper story of Corinthian pilasters and are ascribed to them as amethysts, which are said to 
boring structures in this respect; but the exaggerated entablature, above which is a screen of small columns, have been found in the neighborhood of Petra. ala bas
height of the frieze is hardly satisfactory, and it has standing above the parapet, and with caryatids in- ter, which came from near Damascus, and the cyanllS, 
not the great quality of utility which induced San so- terspersed, thus forming a screen for the training of a kind of lapis-lazuli, which was a production of Ptw
vino to exaggerate hi� frieze at the St. Mark's Library. creepers, as in some of the Genoese palaces. We have nicia. No doubt the Babylonian love of gems caused 
Mr. Lorado Taft, of Chicago, is responsible for the previously stated our opinion about this building. It the provinces to be carefully searched for stones. and 
decorative IlJOdeling and sculpture on the building, appears to have been studied in an atelier, and to be it is not improbable that they yielded, besides the 
Sullie of which is unquestionably very fine. The two a school problem. The plan is very badly laid out. varieties named and the other unknown kinds meu
g-nmpH on either 8ide of the front entrance, placed on The rooms surrounding the hall are dark, and the tioned by Pliny, many, if not most, of tne materials 
a high pedestal. and representing the" Awakening" general scheme seems imperfectly studied, in marked which we find to have been used for seals by the 
and the "Sleep" of Flowers, in which the principal contrast to the other buildings, while the exterior ancient people. These are carnelian, rock crystal, 
figures are tl ft. high, are treated with poetic feelmg seems a meaningless array of columns and pilasters, chalcedony, onyx, jasper, quartz, serpentine, syenite, 
and thoroughnesf< of technique which make them with very little referenee to proportion or composi- hematite, green feldspar, pyrites, lodestone, and 
worthy of more than a temporary existence. The whole tion.-The Bnilder. Ama,zon stone." 
structure could not be taken for anything else bnt a In the industrial needs of early civilizations the 
gigantic greenhouse. but it is a greenhouse in which efforts to extract from the earth its useful llIetals 
:t certain alllount of graceful and monumental effect [FOR THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN.] brought men in contact with the mineral associations 
has been gained, and which certainly makes it a DEVELOPMENT OF MINERALOGY. of metalliferous beds and veins, and in this way prob-
suceess. ably the more extended acquaintance with the stony 

'I'" the north of the Manufactures building stands By L. P. GRATA CAP. contents of the earth's surface arose. The turquois, 
the United States Government building, probably the IT may well be imagine!:! that at a very early period however, in Persia, exerted a strong attraction for tlw 
worst in design and general treatment on the ground. in the history of IlIan the beauty of crystals and the inhabitants and was probably mined for its intrin�ic 
It is, however, interestingin showing us to what depths range of colors in minerals must have attracted atten- beauty, from a narrow vein in a trachitic rock. Among 
oificial architecture has sunk in the States. But good tion. So �asily aroused are the senses by any strong the Aztecs Prof. Blak� believes that the turquois pos
IUay come of it, seeing that it has apparently sounded appeal of external nature that the brilliancy of quartz, sessed a pre-eminent value, and he refers the famous 
th� death knell of th� system, as a bill is now before the flash of pyrite, the dominant tints of agate, and designation ., chalchuith" to this mineral. From 
Congr�ss which will cau!<e all public buildings to be the greens, reds, purples. and yellows of rocks could such casual reminders we are led to surmise that a 
throwll open to competiti<m. The building' is rectangu- not long have remained unobserved. Ind ustrial needs moderate acquaintance with the more prominent min
lar in plan, and measures 350 ft. by 420 ft.. In the cen- and the" house instinct," with its later architectural erals of the earth was acquired long before the Hull
ter is placed a dome 120 ft. in diameter and 150 ft. in developments, soon led men.to explore the mineral re- ject was approached in a systematic manner by writ
height, constructed of steel and 8upported 011 sixteen sources of the land, and to start in motion those use- ers. This knowledge became disseminated through 
eolunlllR. The space below the dome gives access to ful and artistic studies that crea; ed metallurgy and commerce among nations and the Phenician �ailor 
all the principal gallerieR, whose main axes run north sculpture. But, lon� before the quarries of Paria and became a substantial factor in bringing about th� first 
and south. The main entrances are on the long fa- Syene had been started, or the zinc beds of LeamiuUl attempt at classification, by not only adding to the in
(mdes, while square pavilions with pyramidal shaped and the iron ore of Elba explored, the rude prehistoric formation acquired, but by giving it a wider aceepta
roofs occur at each angle. The exterior is in a very coarse races of all lands had consecrated to especial favor tion. 
type of Renaissance, which is hardly worth criticis- some sorts of stones, and added the extr�me exertions The vigilant Phf'nician navigators in the adive 
ing', so poor and meaningless is it in design and com- of their trained labor to increase their beauty. The search for metallic wealth established trading stations 
ll10llplace in genepal conception. polished and exquisitely shaped celt was made from along the shores of the Mediterranean Sea: th�y also 

The dOllle riseR in the center, and though not abso· those green stones which seemed very early to attain visited the silver mines of Spain, the l�ad mines of 
lutely bad in general proportion, the detail is singu- distinction with primitive people, and thIS color in Brittany and the tin veins of Corn wall and preSUlll
lady so, and the black coloring of the panels between jade, jadeite, saussurite, chloromelanite, and gabbros, ably the amber beds of the Baltic. Their artisans in 
the ribs does not help it. Probably the worst part is so extensiv�ly prevails in the ornamented or highly· Tyre and Sidon excelled in workmanship and tlwy 
the .• ornamentation" to the interior of the dome, in finished implements of the lake dwellers, the steatitic furnished to King Solomon the assistance he ne�ded 
whic'h sprawling cupids, flowers, fruits, and the na- ollas of Californians and the New Zealand axes, as to in the preparation of the temple. But perhapR no 
tiona.1 tl'OphieF are mixed together without any regard lead many students to ascribe it to a peculiar cOllstitu- attempt. which assumed th� character of a scientific 
to color, treatment, or suitability, and making it alto- tional tendency of taste among t hem. Prof. James examination

h
was made to classify and enum�rate min

g'ether !)ne of the mORt vulgar attempts at decoration Terry has said, •• The' color of spring,' which has been erals nntil t e time of Aristotle and his pupil Theo
it is pos�ible to imagine. applied to jadeite and nephrite stone, seemingly has phrastns, in the fourth century before Christ. The ex-

The Fisheries building, reached by a small bridge some inherent virtue in the f'yes of barbaric and semi- tent of their work is very partially known, but Illay 
over the canal to the north, ii!' by ·Mr. Henry IVfls civilized race�." have been in part reincorporated in the works of the 
Cobb, of Chicago, and consists of a large central strue- Very early, all;o, differentiation in the nature, nses physician Dioscorides. Among the remains of claFsieal 
ture with two smaller polygonal buildings covered and properties of stones was made, and later the pecu- antiquity the works of Pliny the Second are the most 
with pyramidal roofs and connect�d with it on either Iiarities of minerals afforded pleasure or suggested I exhaustive and pretentious in their treatment of na
sidf' by arcadps. The extreme length is 1,100 ft. by value to theRe archaic populations. In the l110unds of tural history. In the famous books which have corne 
20') ft. I the Missis!;ippi Valley Squiel' and Davis found she�tR down to us we havp a rambling dissertation on all 

In the center of the main building is a rotunda 60 ft. lof silvery mica, blocks of glistening galenite, and I subjects of human knowledge, a!' then developed, in 
in diameter. The pxterior is interesting in that Mr. i lumps of hematite. Prof. Terry, in his exhaustiv� �x- I which the aspect, inhabitants, and products of the 
Cobb has exerted his ingenuity in arranging innumer- pi orations in American archmology, has found in the! earth are involved. In the thirty-sixth and thirty
able forms of eapitals, brackets, etc., in which, while the I Indian graves of southern California quartz crystals. : seventh books, stones and gems are taken up and 
general f orm hal' been kept on ROtllanesque lines, fishes, single terminated pellucid individuals, cut and polishpd their discussion is richly garnished with tales, fables, 
ana sea forms generally have been worked into the alllPthystine beads, and sinkers of magnetite, while and historic incidents. It is impossible to discern any
design!;. "Staff" lends itself very favorably to this the elegant and delicately chipped arrowheads of Ore- thing but the most superficial method in their arrange
intricate form of modeling. The roofs are covered with gon have been formed from the agate and chalcedony ment. and of course little or nothing more could be ex
l'ed Spanish tiling, which contrasts not unfavorably pebbles of the rivf'r beaches. But it is much later, ill peeted. 
with the toned coloring on the walls. the ages succeeding these earliest days of aboriginal The processps of chemistry, the laws of crystallo-

The Art building, situated still further north and (mlture, that mineral distinctions were clearly made, graphy, and the optical properties of minerals w ere 
fronting on to the smaller lagoon, is a very chaste names applied to mineral species, and an exehangeable then unknown, unsusp�cted, and the classification de
pipee of modern French work of the most refined and value put upon the inorganic products of the earth. pended upon what was extracted in metal form from 
�cholarly type. It is by Mr. C. B. Atwood, of Chicago, In China, India, Persia, Palestine, Egvpt, Grepce, natural earths, or minerals, what industrial or medici
the designer in chief to the Exhibition. In plEIn it Carthage, and Rome we find an increasing knowledge, nal uses they sub served, and their color, hardness, 
<'onsists of a eentral building 500 ft. by 300 ft., with a accompanied, in the case of Greece and Rome, with a texture ere.; in short, their natural appearance and 
(lentral gltllery 70 ft. wide on the center of each axis fragmentary attempt at system. The gem stones, the behavior. These three points of ref�rence outlined 
and in one height. At the point of intersection of ores, and industrial <'alts, naturally were fil'l't distin- the classification of minerals so far as the ancients 
these galleries rises a flat dome 60 ft. in diameter, guished, and in China, from an immpmorial antiquity, possessed any classification at all, and it, of necessity, 
springing from a low pediment on each face above the the jadeite or Yu stone possessed an almost sacred im- led to confusion and error. A few references, freely 
roof. At the end of each of the naves, where they portance. The jadeite of China was elevated by their translated, from these notable essaYA of Pliny are of 
abut on the facades, are grand entrance porticoes of writers into an �mblem of constancy and virtue; it interest, and serve to emphasize the partially childlike 
Ionic columns, and with sculptured friezes with figures constituted the most valued possessions of their man- condition of natural science in his time and the pecu
and pediments, and approached by broad flights of darins, and three thousand years before onr era re- liar mixture of conceptions derived from organic with 
steps. Along the facades on each side of th� entral1ces ceived the affectionate workmanship of their skilled the facts of inorganic nature. This condition of 
al'e Ionic colonnades forming covered ways, behind artisans. Sanskrit writers have recorded the knowledge science prevailed long after Pliny, and assumed a 
whidl are the wails of the aitch galleries, the inner of the diamond among the natives of India in very semi-metaphysical character in the middle ages, and 
olles abutting on the central naves; these great naves �arly times. The ruby and sapphire of Ceylon have was not entirely eliminated even in the days of Lin
are occupied with sculpture and statuary as in the entered into the decorations of native princes, and nmus. 
last Paris Exhibition, and the inner picture galleries served for the embellishment of idols in Hindoo telll- After a long chapter on marbles, their uses, varieties, 
are entered from these navps and lighted from the pIes. The corundum mines of Upper Burma, where and the celebrated structur�s or beautiful statues 
top. On either side of the main building are one-story the ruby occurs in limeston�, also in gem-bearing made from them, with incidental expressions of alarm 
annexes 200 ft. by 120 ft., which are connected with gravels, have been worked for c�nturies. and regret that luxury among th� Romans had reach
the main building hy colonnaded galleries, and which Among the ancient, J eW8 precious stones appertained ed so great a height, our author continues: "Leaving 
projeet toward the north, thus forming a three-sided to their most sacred offiees. We read in the St. James marbles for the marvelous characters of other stones, 
<'ourt toward the main front; these are treated some- version the remarkable description of the breast plate who would hpsitate to place the magnet in the first 
what similarly to the main building, with colon- of judgment (Exodus, chap. xxviii., verses 17-20), ., And place? What more wonderful or where a !,;reatel' 
Haded entrances on two of the faces, and low central thou shalt set in it settings of stones, even four rows of perversity in nature? She has given a voic� to stones, 
stepped dome. stones: the first row shall be a sardius, a topaz, and a as we may say, answering man, truly sp,eaking back 

'rhe design, both as a whole and in detail, is one of carbuncle: this shall be the first row. to him. What harsher than the rigidIty of stone? 
the most satisfactory on the ground, but it is thor- "And the second row shall be an emerald, a 8ap- Lo! she has given to it sense and hands. What more 
oughly FrenCh, dnd appears to be founded in its main phire, and a diamond. unyielding than the hardness of iron? But it yields 
features, ef'pecially the principal entra,nces. on a Prix .. And the third row a Jigure, an agate, and an ame- and undergoes discipline. For it is drawn by thl' 
<1e Rome design submitted by M. Benard, in 1867. The thr.st. magnetic stone, for that material, dominator of all 
well known treatm�nt of the frieze figur�s is her� {n- • And the fourth row a beryl, and an onyx, and a things, runs to the viewless power, I know not what: 
troduced, and many other di;;tinctive similarities aro jasper ; they shall be set in gold in their inclosings." and as it comes nearer, it is lifted, is held, and adh�res 
lloticeable. 'I'he upper parts of the walls behind the The rings of the Egyptians were mostly of gold and by an embrace. On account of this they call the 
�maller colonnades to the wings have reproductions of silver, but frequ�ntly their armlets and bracelets were siderite by another name, the Heracleon* stone. Dis
the Parthenon frieze, harmonizing well with the gen- inlaid with precious stones (see Exodus xxxv), and cov�red in Ida, it is called by its author Ma.ynes. it 
eral Greek feeling pervading the design and with the among these were lapis·lazuli, red and green stones of is found everywhere, as for instance in Spain. It is 
purpose of the building. Mr. Philip Martiny has exe- undetermined natures. . said to have been found adhering to the nails of the 
"uted the other sculpture work on the building, and Wilkinson (" Ancient Egyptians") says: "The scara- I shoes, and the spike of the sheph�rd's crook, when he 
his figures representing architecture, painting, and bmus itself was of green stone, carnelian, hematite gran- pastures the herds. Sotacus showed that there were 
�l'ulpture on the main frieze are very finely conceived. ite, serpentine, agate, lapis-lazuli, root of emerald, ame- five kinds of magnet. . . . The first differenc� was 
'rhe building is fireproof throughout, necessitated, of thyst, etc." The arts of Chaldea seem to have scarce- in their male and female principles. the second in 
('(>urse, by the co�tly contents. The tont ensemble, ly employed mineral accessories, and Rawlinson says their color. For what is found in Maeedonia is red 
as seen acrORS the lake in front, is one of the most sat- there is found in their art relics no silv�r, zinc, or plati- and black, but the Bmotian truly has mor� red than 
i�factory of modern "elassic" designs that we know of. num; only gold, copper, tin, lead, and iron. Assyria --------

Immediately to the north of the Horticultural build- seemed also to have used stones in its arts infrequently.' * HerllCleoll had the slgtlldcalloo of IItlherlllll. 
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black color. That which is found in the Troad is 
black and of the feminine sex, and therefore lackin� 
in stren�th. The pOOl'est is in Asia, shining, and not 
drawing iron, and like unto pumice. The best are 
more blue. The Ethiopian variety is most praised, 
and is oxchanged for silver. There is also found 
hematite, a magnes of a red color, which rubbed gives 
off a bloody tint, and also :1 saffron. In attracting iron 
there is not tho same nature in hematite as in magnes. 
All these are good medicines for the eyes, each in its 
proper measure, and especially they stop a runnin� of 
the eyes. Burnt and crushed they cure burns. A�ain 
there is another mountain in this same Ethiopia, not 
far off, which produces the theamiden stone, which re
pels and drives away iron." 

Pliny speaks frequently of the medicinal properties 
of minerals; and the ochers and iron stones, with so
called schist, seem to have served very curious medical 
uses. 

Hemorrhoids, burns, weakness of the eyes, liver 
troubles, blood diseases, were treated with prepara
tions of these natural earths, some of which may have 
been in part vegetable in their origin and nature. The 
eagle stones, familiar to collectors as limonitic con
cretions holding pebbles and commonly inclosing a 
quantity of white sand inside of a ferruginous rind or 
crust, are alluded to by Pliny. The passage occurs in 
the thirty-ninth chapter of his thirty-sixth book. He 
says they are found in the nests of eagles, and that it 
is reported that there are always two, male ami fe
male, but that of these stones there are four kinds. 
Those from Africa are small, soft, friable, holding 
within them while smooth clay. These he considers 
feminine in sex. Whereas the male sorts are hard, 
reddish, and inclose a hard pebble and are found in 
Arabia. 

The third came from Cyprus and are spherical, in
closing sand and stones. The fourth, called Taphian, 
came from the mountain Taphyus, and were there 
taken from streams, shining and round in appearance. 
Parturition was prevented by these stones. A glance 
at Pliny's treatise on gem� is of interest, and in con
lIection with the fore�oing gives some impression of 
the crude. inchoate, and purely artificial condition of 
Illineralogical science in his day. 

'rHE ART OF MINING BY FIRE. 
By Mr. ARTHUR L. COLLINS. 

IN olden times, before the invention or common use I 
of explosives, the bes.t method available for mining· 1 
1 hrough the hardest kind of rock, such as resisted the 
ll�e of h ammer and wedge, was by means of fire. � 
N othinz is more natural than that the effect of fire on' 
J'Ocks should have been known at a very early period; 
110 one who has lighted a fire on rock can help 
noticing the rending effect of the heat. The same 
thing would be seen after any natural forest fire; 
several exam pIes on a very extensive scale have re
cently come under the writer's notice in Australia, 
where hush fires of great extent are frequent, and all 
the rock cropping out at surface is seen to be cracked 
and split over great areas. The great trouble with 
the fire setting seems always to have been the heat 
:md smoke produced-the latter being often strongly 
sulphurous, where the ore contained pyrites or other 
sulphides. It is easy to see that this would have been 
a great obstacle, where the means of artificial venti
lation were so imperfectly understood; but it im
plies far less at the present day. Indeed, by a propP!' 
Hy;;tem of ventilation with upcast and downcast 
shaft�, it need be no more objectionable than the 
ventilating furnaces still used in some collieries; and 
at. Kongsberg silver mine in Norway, the system is 
still used occasionally for driving levels, mainly on ac
count of the great improvement in ventilation which 
it. causes throughout the mine. 

The writer has recently had an opportunity of see
ing the process at work in this mine, and as it is per·· 
haps the only place of importance in Europe where 
it still survives, a few details of the mode of workin� 
llIay be of interest. The process is now confined to 
the occasional driving of levels in hard siliceous 
gneiss-it havin� been found that the micaschist and 
and other micaceous rocks which also occur at 
Kongsberg are far less favorable for fire settin�. A 
short piece of level is driven at first in the ordinary 
manner, to get room to start the process; and wood 
-mainly logs of white fir and red pine, dry and split 
-is closely piled up so that the fire plays against the 
"flwe;" waste wood or old timbers from the mine 
being often piled a�ainst the freer burning fir, to 
concentrate the heat. When the pile is lit smoke 
tills the level, and the men leave it, but in two or 
three hours it is generally burnt out, and as soon as 
the men can come in the broken stone which is split 
off is cleared away, and all that is sufficiently loose 
is broken down. The fire sets stronger on the roof 
and sides than on the sole, so that the levels have a 
constant tendency to slope upward. This can 
partly be prevented by be';ter arrangement of the 
fuel, putting long pieces at the bottom and covering 
the upper part; but sometimes the sole has to be 
blasted. The ordinary speed of drivin� is from five 
feet to twenty feet per month. Prof. Helland states 
that fire setting kept its place as the common method 
at Kongsber� so long as double· handed boring, iron 
borers and powder were used; but that on the intro
duction of single-handed boring, steel borers and 
dynamite or other high explosives, the use of the old 
method rapidly died out. 

In 1864 fire setting was both cheaper and quicker 
than t,he old method of blasting with powder in large 
holes; but on the introduction of dynamite and 
slllall holes, thin�s were entirely reversed; not only 
did the new method effect a great savin� in time 
and cost, but fire setting became actually dearer 

than before, owing to the increasing wages. It should 
be added that at Kongsberg suitable wood is very 
cheap-an important point, when it is remembered 
that about nine parts (by volume) of wood are re
quired to one part of rock, and that much less 
skilled labor is employed for the fire setting, as is 
indeed shown by the rate of wages paid. There 
seems to he little reason to believe that fire setting- is 
vpry unhealth�' for the men employed, when care is 
taken to insuJ'p efficient ventilation. No (loubt the 
gl"t'at heat developed is prejudicial; but perhaps not 

more so than the dynamite smoke, the constant jar to ! labor are not available, fuel cheap, and the rock very 
system in heating the drill, and the fine, sharp dust � hard and siliceous - conditions which occasionally 
often inhaled, incidental to the more modern procesH. (lonfront the mining engineer in semi-civilized coun-

Attempts have been made at various times to im- tries-it would be worth while to reconsider its many 
prove the tire setting methods, by using turf at the advantages. -Am. Gas Lt. Jour. 
Rammelsberg mines in the Harz, and brown coal in ---.---------- --
the tin stock works at Altenber�; but neither was APPARATUS FOR ASCl!:RTAINING THE EFFI
successful. Better results were obtained with coke 
at the St. Christ.oph mine, Ileal' Breitenbrunn in CIENCY OF SCREW PROPELLERS. 
Saxony. At Felsobanya, in H ungary, the method THE direct beuefits that have rl'sulted from experi
is improved by the firewood being held in all iron mental investigations at the Admiralty Experimental 
framework on legs or wheels (" pregelkatze "), which Works, Gosport, and which include, amon� other 
concentrates the fire and improves the draught. Ac- things, a �neral advancement of speed in our war
cording to Serlo, HUlron has used a small furnace, ships. have imbued other nations with the desire to b ... 
mounted on wheels, supplied with a blast to urge the able to ascertain the probable speed of particularform� 
flame direct on to the rock, at the Challenges mine, of ships from experiments with small scale model�. 
in France. Burning small coals, this apparatus in Some three years a�o the Italian naval authoritie� 
fifty-five hours drove an end four feet wide and six erected an experimental tank at Spezia, and the Ru�-

FIG. l.-SrnE VIEW OF ApPARA.TU�. 

FIG. 2.-DIAGRAM OF ApPARATUS. 

APPARATUS FOR ASCERTAINING THE EFFICIENCY OF SCREW PROPELLERB. 

feet high a distance of five feet; while two men with sian Admiralty are at present busily engaged with the 
the usual explosives would only drive the same end construction and equipment of similar works at St. 
from five to six and a half feet in a month. If this Petersburg; while the pro�ressive spirit of American 
were done at a reasonable cost, it would be a very naval designers has already turned itself in this dirac
fine result, but as to relative economy Serlo �ives no tion, and there is every possibility of a tank being 
particulars. established in the United States in the near future. 

As to the possible future of the fire setting method, Both the Russian and Italian establishments are simi
it is unlikely that it will ever again come into use to lar to the works at Haslar, the arran�ement of which 
any important extent; for althou�h it could hold its 

I 
and the design of many of the appliances formin� its 

own under suitable conditions against blasting with equipment are due to the �enius of Mr. R. E. Froude, 
powder, yet the modern improvement in high explo- son of the late Dr. William Froude, the originator of 
sives and boring machinery. which have deprived 

I 
the experimental system of investigation with ship8' 

mining through the hardest rock of all its terrors, models. 
have done away with any necessity for the old process. The special apparatus for determinin� tht' relation 
Yet, in exceptional cases, where machinery and skilled of speed to power of ship;; from their models, and the 
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